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from the two-episode series, this is the sequel to the 2018 movie KGF: Chapter 1. It is a spin-off of MKA and the beginning of the series was recorded in 2015 in California. The second part of the series is called KGG Factory 2, which is scheduled to premiere on May 5, 2019. The release of the first part is scheduled for April 13, 2019 in
Australia, the first part of Tales From Mia Mia Final Fantasy and the television series GKIDS. The events of the cartoon take place 26 years after the events described in "Gladiator" MK a. Rising, and deals with Jason's kidnappers - the girl Lucinda and the guy Andreas. First, Jason ended up in the city of Jorne, where he met Lucinda's young
friend, Blue, whom Jason turns out to be and needs. With the help of their father, the famous businessman and inventor Gerard, they managed to defeat the bloodthirsty bandits who kidnapped Blue and bring Lucinda back. For this service, Gerard's men are released from their obligations to their former ally Kevin, who offers Gerard to give up
the monopoly on the production of crystals in exchange for the release of Blue from forced slave dependence. Gerard agrees, but he saves Blue instead. Then Jason and Blue find themselves on a ship in which the process of creating a crystal created several hundred years ago was going on. Jason recognizes Lucinda in him. When they arrived in
Yorn, they were attacked by bandits and Jason died protecting Blue and Lucinda. When Jason wakes up, Lucinda tells him that Blue died long ago at the hands of her father. In the end, Jason realized that he had lost his memory due to illness. He goes on a journey and meets Lucindo. Upon returning home, he learns about the betrayal of
Lucindi, and that his father has died. Jason and Blue had a son, whom they named Psyris. However, Psyris soon dies. His soul remains in the crystal, which is kept in the York Museum. Jason and Blue have to swear that they will not harm this crystal. After that, Jason successfully passes the tests, and goes to Yorg to find out news about his
family. When Jason returned to Jorund, he found out
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